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ON DECOMPOSIT IONS OF  CHAIN  DATALOG 
PROGRAMS INTO 7 ) (LEFT- )L INEAR 
1 -RULE COMPONENTS 
GUOZHU DONG AND SEYMOUR GINSBURG 
D As an approach to opt imizat ion,  this paper examines the decomposit ion of
chain Datalog programs into 7 ) (left-) l inear sequences of 1-rule programs. 
The notion of 7) (left-)l inear, introduced here, encompasses numerous 
special  (left-) l inear forms and includes the t radi t ional  (left) l inear as a 
subcase. The decomposit ions are first character ized in terms of proper-  
ties of associated context-free languages. More specific character izat ions 
are provided for three types of 7) (left-)l inear decomposit ions with 1-rule 
components,  and the corresponding decision problems considered. Fi-  
nally, arb i t rar i ly  large, inherent ly nondecomposable,  /) - l inear size-prime 
programs are exhibited. <1 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It  is widely agreed that  Datalog, i.e., logic programs without negation and function 
symbols, is an elegant deductive query language for databases.  The efficiency issue 
for evaluat ing Datalog queries has at t racted a great deal of attent ion in the database 
communi ty  for the past  few years. One part icular  approach deal ing with this issue 
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F IGURE 1. Advantages  of decompos i t ion  in sequent ia l  and paral lel  processing. 
decomposes queries into sequences of simpler and smaller clusters [4, 7]. Most ap- 
pealing are decompositions with 1-rule component programs. Prom a sequential 
processing point of view, each rule r in such a decomposition is evaluated after 
those on which r depends (see Figure l(a)), thus removing unwanted "spaghetti" 
interactions among rules. Prom a parallel processing point of view, such a decompo- 
sition allows a tree architecture (based on rule dependence) of parallel processors, 
where (i) each processor is responsible for exactly one rule, and (ii) facts are passed 
only from children processors to parent processors (see Figure l(b)). The advan- 
tages of decompositions with 1-rule component programs have also been recognized 
in two other recent studies [22, 25]. The purpose of the current paper is to investi- 
gate the transformation of chain Datalog programs into several desirable forms of 
decompositions with 1-rule components. 
Chain Datalog programs were first defined in [29], and have received much atten- 
tion recently. Indeed, such programs were examined in [2, 1, 3], and were used as 
examples in many papers [18-20, 22, 23, 27]. This extensive attention can perhaps 
be attributed in part to the existence of some interesting connections between chain 
Datalog programs and context-free languages [2, 3, 24, 26, 29]. 
The theme of the paper is "P (left-)linear decompositions." It depends on two 
major notions, namely, "decompositions" and "7 ) (left-)linear." The decomposition 
approach in general has been considered by several authors lately. The decompo- 
sition of general Datalog programs was examined in [4, 7] and the decomposition 
• of databases in [5]. In [22], it was claimed that decomposability based on com- 
mutativity can reduce the complexity of "counting" methods for query evaluation 
from exponential to polynomial. The decidability and complexity of decomposition 
into sequences of rules were examined under the name "rule sequencability" [24, 
25]. There have also been investigations on factorization of argument positions in 
predicates [20] and on factorization of rules (into common generating rules with 
smaller bodies) [21]. 
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(Left-)linear Datalog programs have attracted much attention since they allow 
special efficient evaluations [1, 6, 15, 22, 23, 28, 30]. However, the customary 
concept of linearity treats IDB predicates uniformly. In practice, one may want to 
emphasize linearity in predicates with special properties, and ignore multiplicity in 
other predicates. The notion of 79 (left-)linear allows one to capture such situations, 
and encompasses numerous interesting subcases (including the "traditional" linear). 
The technical contributions center around three themes: characterizations, 
decidability, and primality (or nondecomposil~ility). Several results characterize de- 
composability in terms of properties of the associated context-free languages. More 
specific characterizations are provided for three types of 79-linear decompositions 
with 1-rule component programs. The decision problems for these decompositions 
are considered. Arbitrarily large (inherently nondecomposable) inear "size-prime" 
programs are exhibited. For all the results except Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 (which 
concern the existence of some hierarchy of ?)-linear programs), each theorem about 
79-linear has a counterpart for 7 ) left-linear. The fact that there are no counterparts 
for Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 can be interpreted as follows: 79-linear is powerful enough 
to yield complicated interactions among an arbitrarily large number of rules with 
a common head, for arbitrary 79; but 7 9 left-linear guarantees simple interactions 
among rules with a common head, for some 79 at least. In addition, there are some 
results concerning 79 left-linear, specifically, Theorems 4.2 and 4.4, which do not 
have counterparts for 79-linear. Finally, all the results hold if "left" is replaced 
by "right." 
Obviously, this investigation employs the vehicle of context-free languages. How- 
ever, the fundamental tool used, namely, 1-sequential, is new. Furthermore, the 
concept of decomposition for Datalog programs was only recently introduced and 
studied, and the concept of 79 (left-)linear is new. The results of this paper are 
useful for both Datalog query optimization and for the theory of context-free lan- 
guages. They are not interpretations of previously known results. Furthermore, 
the proofs in this paper present new techniques for Datalog optimization. Indeed, 
complicated examples uch as Example 4.1 show the systematic construction of de- 
compositions using the new techniques. Without these new techniques, it is difficult 
1;o perceive the existence of such decompositions, let alone how to construct hem. 
Organizationally, the paper consists of four sections (plus this Introduction) and 
an Appendix. Section 2 gives the preliminaries. Section 3 introduces the notion of 
? 9 (left-)linear, and investigates general 7 ) (left-)linear decompositions with 1-rule 
components. Section 4 studies three special T 9 (left-)linear decompositions with 
1-rule components. Concluding remarks are made in Section 5. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
This section first reviews the fundamentals of chain Datalog programs. It then 
presents the well-known correspondence b tween such programs and context-free 
languages. Finally, it introduces a major notion of the paper, namely, decomposi- 
tion of programs. 
2.1. Chain Datalog Programs 
We now define "chain Datalog programs" and "IDB" and "EDB" predicates. 
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We assume the existence of three pairwise disjoint infinite sets of constants, 
variables, and predicates. Constants are denoted by x, y, and z (possibly with 
subscripts and superscripts1), variables by X,  Y, and Z, and predicates by p, q, a, 
b, c, and d. A term is either a variable or a constant. An atom is a formula of the 
form q(tl, . . .  ,tk), where q is a predicate and tl, . . . ,  tk are terms. 
Although some of our discussion applies to general Datalog programs, we shall 
restrict our attention exclusively to "chain" Datalog programs. 
Definition 2.1. A chain rule (or simply rule) is an expression of the form 
q(X, Z) :- ql(X, Y1), q2(Y1, Y2), . . . ,  qk+l(Yk, Z). 
where k _> O, q and each qi are predicates, and X,  Z, and each Yi are distinct 
variables. Here q( X, Z) is the head and ql ( X, Y1), q2(Y1, Y2), . . . , qk +l(Yk, Z) the 
body. (The body becomes ql(X, Z). when k = 0.) A chain Datalog program, or 
simply program, is a finite (possibly empty) set of rules. Rules are denoted by r 
and programs by II. 
Note that each chain rule (i) contains no constants and (ii) has at least one atom 
in its body. Also observe that all chain rules are "safe" [27]. Finally, because our 
interest is in chain Datalog programs, all atoms are considered to be of the form 
q(tl,t2). 
The predicates occurring in a program H are divided into two categories: 
• IDB (Intentional Database) predicates are those that appear in rule heads, 
and possibly in rule bodies; p, Pl, P2, -.. usually denote IDB predicates. 
• EDB (Extensional Database) predicates are those that  appear in rule bodies 
only; a, b, c, and d (possibly with subscripts) always denote EDB predicates. 
The symbols q, ql, q2,. . ,  denote either IDB or EDB predicates. The set of 
IDB (EBB resp.) predicates of II is denoted by IDB(H) (EDB(n) resp.). 
To illustrate, consider the following program [19]: 
buys(X, Z) : friend(X, Y), buys(Y, Z). 
buys(X, Z) :- idol(X, Y), buys(Y, Z). 
buys(X, Z) :- perfect for(X, Y). 
Here, buys is the only IDB predicate, and friend, idol, and perfect for are EDB 
predicates. 
Due to the notion of "decomposition" defined later, a predicate pi may be an 
IDB predicate in one program and an EDB predicate in another program. 
2.2. Semantics of Datalog Programs 
We now define the semantics of programs and discuss the class of queries of concern 
to us. 
A fact is an atom both of whose terms are constants. Given a program II, 
an ~nterpretation is a finite set of facts over some of the predicates in IDB(I]) u 
1Subscripts and superscripts also apply to the symbols used for variables, predicates, etc. 
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F IGURE 2. A derivation tree. 
EDB(II), an EDB fact is a fact over an EDB predicate, and an EDB instance is a 
finite set of facts over some EDB predicates. 
A substitution is a mapping 0 from terms to terms which is the identity on all 
constants. For each substitution 0 and atom q(t l , t2),  let 0(q(t l , t2))  denote the 
a tom q(0(tl),  0(t~)). A substitution 0 is called a unifier for two atoms A and B if 
0(A) = 0(B). Two atoms are unifiable if there is a unifier for them. 
The computat ion of programs can be represented using the so-called "derivation 
trees." Given a program H, a H-derivation tree (or derivation tree if I I  is under- 
stood) for a fact f is an ordered rooted tree, with atoms as nodes and with edges 
between parents and children, such that  
• f is the root. 
• For every nonleaf node At, if its children are B~,..., B~, then there is a rule 
(called the rule associated with At) A1 :- B1,.. . ,  Bk in I1 and subst itut ion 0
such that  (i) A t = 0(A1), and (ii) B~ is a fact and is equal to O(Bi) for each i. 
To each program II, there corresponds a function TI~ from the set of interpreta- 
tions (of II) to itself. Specifically, for each interpretation I, let 
T~I(I ) = I U {A I there is a derivation tree for A whose leaves are in I}.  
(Note that  the set to the right of the equal sign is finite.) 
To il lustrate, let YI be the following program: 
path(X, Z) :- edge(X, Z). 
path(X, Z) :- path(X, Y), edge(Y, Z). 
For I = {edge(i,2), edge(2,3), edge(3,4)}, we have T~I(I ) = {edge(I,2), edge(2,3), 
edge(3, 4), path(i, 2), path(2, 3), path(3, 4), path(l, 3), path(2, 4), path(l, 4)}. A deriva- 
t ion tree for path(l, 3) is given in Figure 2. 
The set T~I(I ) is also called the "success et" in the l iterature, and (by [17, The- 
orem 8.3]) is the min imum "Herbrand model" of H U I (i.e., is a subset of every 
Herbrand model of I I  U I) .  We differ slightly from the tradit ional approach, where 
I must be an EDB instance and is considered as part of the program. Neverthe- 
less, I is part  of the output  in both treatments.  The difference is needed for the 
consideration of computing with "decompositions." 
Given a program II, we shall be interested in queries of the form p(X, Y), where X 
and Y are distinct variables and p is an arbitrary predicate. For each interpretat ion 
I of II, the answerfor H on I with respect o p is the set {p(x, y) [ p(x, y) in T~I (I)}. 
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For example, let H be the following program: 
p(X,Z) : p'(X, Y1),p(Y1,Y2),d(Y2, Z). 
p'(X, z) : a(X, z). 
p'(X,Z) :- b(X,Z). 
p(X, z) :- c(x, z). 
For predicate p and EDB instance I = {a(1, 2), c(2, 3), d(3, 4)}, the answer set is 
{p(2, 3),p(1, 4)}. (Note that T{I(I ) = I U {p'(1, 2),p(2, 3),p(1, 4)}.) 
We now define the "equivalence" of programs. In order to be able to compare 
programs with different EDB predicates, it is necessary to allow the interpretation 
of a program to have facts on some "irrelevant" predicates. For example, suppose 
we have a program II and an "optimized" version YI' of H. In H, there may be an 
EDB predicate a which is "irrelevant" to the situation in the sense that  facts over 
a do not contribute to the query answer. The optimized version YY may discard 
this irrelevant EDB predicate a. Thus, for each program l-i, we extend TI~ so that  
it applies to each set Ia U I2 of facts, where (i) Ia is an EDB instance of H, and (ii) 
/2 is a set of facts over a set of predicates disjoint from IDB(II). Here, /2 is the 
set of facts for the irrelevant predicates. Note that the answer for Yi on I1 U/2 only 
depends on I1. 
Definition 2.2. For each predicate p, two programs H1 and H2 are called p-equi- 
valent if (i) EDB(H1) O EDB(H2) is disjoint from IDB(H1) U IDB(H2), and 
(ii) for each EDB instance I of YI1 U H2, {p(x, y) I p(x, y) in T~I 1 (I)} = {p(x, y) I 
p(x,y) in TI~2(I)}. 
2.3. A CFL Representation of Chain Datalo9 Programs 
We shall use a close correspondence b tween chain Datalog programs and context- 
free grammars. This relationship has been used in the literature, for example, [3, 
29], to analyze chain Datalog programs. 
We first recall some basic notions of context-free grammars and context-free 
languages, modified slightly for our purpose. A context-free grammar, or grammar 
for short, is a 4-tuple G = (If, E, P, Pl), where V and E are disjoint finite sets of 
symbols, Pl is in V, and P is a finite (possibly empty) set of expressions of the 
form p --+ u, with p in V and u E (Vt0E)* .  Elements of E and V are called 
terminals and variables, respectively, Pl is called the start variable, and p --, u 
is called a production with p as head and u as body. Let ~c  be the relation on 
(V U E)* defined by y~oz  if there exist u,v,p,x such that  y = upv, z = uxv, 
and p --+ x is in P.  Let =>~ he the reflexive transitive closure of =~¢- The set 
L(G) = {w in E*]P l  ~ w} is called the language generated by G. A set L is 
said to be a context-free language or simply a language, if L = L(G) for some 
context-free grammar G. Since context-free languages are used here strictly as a 
tool for studying chain Datalog programs, we shall almost exclusively discuss the 
A-free grammars and languages, where A denotes the empty word. (By a A-free 
grammar is meant a grammar with no productions of the form p' --+ A.) Hence, 
unless stated otherwise, by a grammar or language is meant a A-free grammar or 
language. Without loss of generality, we assume that (i) there is no product ion of 
the form p --+ p, and (ii) if L(G) ~ ~, then for each variable p, there is u E E + such 
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that p ~b u. A context-free grammar which may have A-rules will be called an 
extended (context-free) grammar and the associated language an extended language. 
By (i) ignoring Datalog variables, and (ii) treating IDB predicates as grammar 
"variables" and EDB predicates as grammar "terminals," chain rules correspond to 
context-free productions and derivations of chain Datalog programs correspond to 
derivations of context-free grammars. For example, the chain rule 
p(X, z) :- a(X, gl),p(g,, Y2), b(Y2, Z). 
corresponds to p --~ apb. If we make a new copy by subscripting variables with 1, 
then unify its head with P(Y1, Y2) and "substitute," we obtain an expanded chain 
rule 
p(X,Z) : a(X, Y1),a(Y1,Yll),P(Yu,Y21),b(Y21,Y2),b(Y2, Z). 
The above step obviously corresponds to the derivation p=>*aapbb. 
Notation. For each program II and predicate Pl, let GH,m be the context-free 
grammar (1I, E, P, Pl), where (i) V = IDB([I), (ii) E = EDB(H), and (iii) P = 
{p --~ q l ' "qn ] H contains a rule of the form p(X, Z) :- ql(X, Y1), q2(Y1, Y2),. . . ,  qn 
(Y~-I, z).}. 
For example, let H consist of the following rules: 
Then Gn,m 
pl(X,Z) :- a(X, Y1),Pl(Y1,Y2),d(Y2, Z). 
pl(X,Z) :- b(X, Y1),pl(Y1,Y2),d(Y2, Z). 
pl(x, z) :- c(x, z). 
= ({Pl }, {a, b, e, d}, {Pl ---+ apld, Pl ---* bpld, Pl ~ c}, Pl). 
2.4. Decomposition 
As mentioned in the Introduction, the theme of the paper is "P (left-)linear de- 
compositions," and depends on two major notions. We now define the first of the 
two major notions, namely, "decomposition." 
Definition 2.3. For each predicate p, a sequence I l l . . - [ In  (n > 1) of programs 
is called a p-decomposition of a program II if {p(x,y)' [ p(x, y) in Tffl o . . .  o 
Tiff(I)} = {p(x,y)' I p(x,y) in Tff(I)} for each EDB instance I of [i. (Here, 
o denotes mapping composition, and the component mappings are applied from 
right to left.) Each Hi is called a component program or simply component of 
the p-decomposition. 
Note that every program is a degenerate decomposition of length one. 
We first present a simple example. (More involved examples appear in the text.) 
Let [i be the following: 
rl : p( X, Z) :- a( X, Y1), a(Y1, Y2), p(Y2, Y3), b(Y3, Y4), b(Y4, Yh), b(Yh, Z). 
r2:p(X,Z) : a(X, Y1),a(Y1,Y2),a(Y2,Y3),B(Y3, 4),b(Y4,Yh),b(Yh, Z). 
~3:p(X, z) :- c(x, z). 
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Then {rl}{r2}{r3} is a p-decomposition with 1-rule components 2 for II. (This is 
verified after Theorem 4.6.) For each interpretation I,  the answer for H on I with 
respect o p is determined by first computing the fixpoint F3 of r3 on I ,  followed 
by the fixpoint F2 of r2 on F3, and finally the fixpoint of rl on F2. There is no 
need to consider computations where rl is applied first, followed by the application 
of other rules. (Observe that rl and r2 commute, and L(Gn,p) = {a3m+2nb 2m+3n [ 
0}.) 
We now compare decompositions studied in [7], here called "uniform decomposi- 
tions," with p-decompositions. A sequence H1 - • - FIN of programs is called a uniform 
decomposition of a program II i f  TlW-i1 o . . .  o T~ir, (I) = T~(I) for each interpretation 
I of II. The similarity between the two kinds of decompositions i  the ordered, 
compositional manner of computation of the component programs. The differences 
are: (i) uniform decompositions take as input interpretations of both IDB and EDB 
predicates of H, whereas p-decompositions take as input only EDB instances of II; 
(ii) uniform decompositions "simulate" H for every IDB predicate of H, whereas 
p-decompositions " imulate" H only for p; and (iii) uniform decompositions do not 
use "scratch-paper" predicates (i.e., predicates not in H), whereas p-decompositions 
may use such predicates (as is done in most other papers). 
The purpose of decomposition is to divide programs into smaller clusters. By 
doing so, some unwanted interactions among rules may be removed. Thus, de- 
composition helps to achieve more efficient evaluations of programs as queries on 
databases. The separation of interactions may also help a user to better understand 
the programs. 
Most appealing are decompositions with 1-rule components. (Decompositions 
with 1-rule components in the uniform sense were studied in [4, 7].) Indeed, the 
evaluation of a sequence 111.--II~ of 1-rule programs can be accomplished in a 
completely layered manner, as illustrated in Figure l(a). The purpose of this paper 
is to investigate such decompositions, especially with respect o situations where 
the component 1-rule programs have some particularly desirable forms. 
3. GENERAL 7 ) (LEFT- )L INEAR DECOMPOSIT IONS 
This section introduces the theme of our investigation, namely, "7) (left-)linear de- 
compositions." It then studies general 7 ) (left-)linear decompositions with 1-rule 
components. (Section 4 will explore specialized 7) (left-)linear decompositions with 
1-rule components.) Our major result of the section (Theorem 3.1) characterizes 
the existence of such decompositions by a so-called "l-sequentiality" property of 
context-free languages. The problem of whether an arbitrary program has a 7 ) 
(left-)linear decomposition with 1-rule components i then shown to be undecid- 
able for a degenerate 7). For each 7), (i) arbitrarily large "7)-linear size-prime" 
programs are exhibited, and (ii) 7)-linear decompositions with 1-rule components 
are proven to be strictly less general than 7)-linear decompositions with 2-rule "uni- 
head" components. It will be shown in Section 4 (Corollary 4.2) that (i) and (ii) 
are false for some 7) if "linear" is replaced by "left linear." 
We begin with the second of our two major notions of the paper, namely, 7) 
(left-)linear. (Left-)linear programs have attracted much attention since they allow 
2For each integer m, a program is called an m-rule program if it contains at most rn rules. 
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special efficient evaluations. However, the customary notion of (left) linearity treats 
IDB predicates uniformly. In practice, one may want to emphasize (left) linearity in 
IDB predicates with special properties, and ignore multiplicity in other predicates. 
The notion of P (left-)linear allows one to capture such situations. 
A variable-renaming mapping is a function which is one-to-one from variables to 
variables and is the identity on constants and predicates. Each variable-renaming 
mapping f is extended homomorphically to rules by letting f be the identity on 
the "punctuation" symbols. A rule r ~ is a variable renaming of a rule r if there is 
a variable-renaming mapping f such that r ~ = f(r). A program H' is a variable 
renaming of a program YI if each r ~ in H ~ is a variable renaming of some r in II. 
Note that the statement "H' is a variable renaming of H" is obviously implied 
by "there exists a variable-renaming mapping f such that each r ~ in I1' is equal to 
f ( r )  for some r in H." But the converse is false: 
I I '=  {p(X,Z) :- a(X,Z).,p(X,Y) :- a(X,Y).} 
is a variable renaming of II = {p(X, Y) :- a(X, Y).}, but there is no variable re- 
naming mapping f such that each r r in I-i' is equal to f(r) for some r in H. 
If r' is a variable renaming of r, then r is a variable renaming of r ~. However, it 
is not always true that if a program IIr is a variable renaming of a program FI, then 
Yi is a variable renaming of H'. For example, {p(X, Y) :- a(X, Y).} is a variable 
renaming of {p(X, Z) :- a(X, Z).,pl(X, Y) :- b(X, Y).}, but not vice versa. 
Definition 3.1. A limiting mapping is a function 7) from the Cartesian product 
of the family of programs and the family of rules to the family of finite sets of 
predicates atisfying the following: For all programs H and H ~ and all rules r 
and r ~, where H and H ~ are variable renamings of each other and r '  is a variable 
renaming of r, (i) 7)(I1, r) C IDB(II) and (ii) 7)(H, r') = 7)(H', r). 
Intuitively, condition (i) says that H in 7)(H, r) provides the predicates of interest 
when r is considered. Condition (ii) says that 7 ) depends only on the predicate 
patterns in rules and programs, and not on the particular variables used. This 
condition will ensure a direct correspondence b tween programs and grammars. 
For example, three limiting mappings are 7)1, 7)2, and 7)3 defined (for each pro- 
gram H and rule 7") by 7)l(H,r) = IDB(H), 7)2(I1, r) = IDB({r}) if IDB({r}) C 
IDB(H) and 7)2(II, r) = 0 otherwise, and P3(II, r) = ~. More examples will he 
given later. 
Limiting mappings are used to specify the emphasized predicates (and are hence 
denoted by P). To formally define this, for each limiting mapping 7) and program 
I1, let 7)n be the mapping defined by 7)n(r) = 7)(H, r) for each rule r. 
Definition 3.2. For each limiting mapping 7 ) and program Ill, a program H is 
called Pn'- l inear if, for each r E H, at most one predicate in 7)n,(r) occurs in 
the body of r, and it can occur there at most once; and H is called ~Pn' leftmost- 
linear, abbreviated Pn'  left-linear, if H is Pn,-linear and, for each r E H, only 
the leftmost predicate in the body of r can appear in Pn'  (r). 
The phrase "left" indicates the location where the emphasized predicates may 
occur. Almost all results in this paper apply to both the linear and left linear cases. 
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Every result on left linear has an obvious counterpart by changing the phrase "left" 
to the phrase "right." 
The notion of 7)-linear encompasses many different forms of linear which can 
be examined and utilized fruitfully. For example, suppose II is a program. For 
7) defined by 7)(II', r) = IDB(II ')  for all [I t and r, II is 7)n (left-)linear iff II is 
(left) linear in the traditional sense (which we shall simply call (left) linear). For 
7) defined by 79([i ', r) = 0 for each 1-I t and r, II is always 7)n' (left)-linear for all 
II/. Three other types of limiting mappings will appear later in the paper, and the 
associated linearities will be studied fi'uitfully in some depth. 
Using the major concepts of decomposition and 7) (left-)linear, we now present 
the central notion of this paper. 
Definition 3.3. For each limiting mapping 7 ) and predicate p, a p-decomposit ion 
111 "'" 11~ is called 7) (left-)linear if each I]~ is 7)u;'=l~Ij (left-)linear. 
To establish the main result, we need several concepts and three technical lemmas. 
The notions of "depend on" and "strongly connected clusters" of rules abstract 
some syntactic relationships. 
Definition 3.4. For all programs II and rules rl and r2 in 11, rl is said to depend 
on r2 (in 11), denoted rl ~-H r2, if either the predicate occurring in the head of r2 
occurs in the body of r l ,  or there is a rule r in II such that rl ~-n r and r >-i] r2. 
A strongly connected cluster, or SCC for short, of [i is a maximal subset IY of I I  
such that  r ~-n r t for all distinct rules r and r t in [i t. 
1. 
p. 
Clearly, the SCCs of a program form a partit ion of that program. 
By [7, Theorem 2.4], each program [i has a uniform decomposition i to SCCs of 
Obviously, each uniform decomposition is a p-decomposition for every predicate 
Thus, we have our first technical emma. 
Lemma 3.1. For each program [I and predicate p, H is p-decomposable into pro- 
grams which are SCCs of 11. 
Note that Lemma 3.1 does not say anything about dividing SCCs. Needless to 
say, the decomposition of SCCs into smaller pieces is of interest and useful. Several 
such results were obtained in [7], and more will be provided in this paper. 
To present our second technical lemma, we need four concepts. The first two are 
concerned with structural aspects of decompositions. Specifically, a triple (q, i, j )  is 
called a reverse dependency in 111 • •. IIn if 1 < i < j <_ n, and q occurs in the head 
of a rule in Hi and in the body of a rule in YIj. A sequence [I1 • -- IIn is normal if 
each Hi is an SCC of itself, i.e., is an SCC of II~, and there is no reverse dependency 
in II1 .. - [In. 
Suppose 111"" I1,~ is a normal sequence. Then each II~ is obviously an SCC of 
n l-I n Uj= 1 j, so that {HI, . . . ,  IIn} is a partition of  Uj=111 j.
The other two concepts are related to the relabeling of predicates in programs. A 
predicate-renaming mapping is a function on the predicates, variables, and constants 
which is one-to-one from predicates to predicates and is the identity on constants 
and variables. (Thus, it only changes predicates.) Each predicate-renaming map- 
ping is extended homomorphical ly to rules by letting f be the identity on the 
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"punctuation" symbols. A program II '  is a predicate renaming of a program H if 
there is a predicate-renaming mapping f such that  FI' = {f(r )  ] r  • II}. 
For example, I I '  is a predicate renaming of II, where II is 
and H' is 
pl(X, Z) :- pl(X, Y),P3(Y, Z). 
pl(X,Z) : p~(X,Z) 
pl(X, Z) :- pl(X, Y),P2(Y, Z). 
pl(X,Z) :- p2(X,Z). 
It is easy to see that  predicate renamings are closed under composition. 
The second technical lemma ensures the existence of some normal decomposition 
if there is a decomposition. This result will play an essential role in relating decom- 
posability and "sequentiality". (This lemma also applies to nonchain programs.) 
Lemma 3.2. Let H be a program and p a predicate. Suppose there is a p-decom- 
position fI1 ...  1-in of II. Then there is a normal p-decomposition II~ . . . YI* k of II 
where, for 1 < j <<_ k, either (a) II~ has the form {ql (X,Y)  : q2(X,Y).}; or (b) 
there is an i (1 < i < n) such that H~ is a predicate renaming of Hi. 
PROOF.  By Lemma 3.1, we  may assume that each Hi  is an  SCC of itself. For  each 
i t  tt  it 
sequence I l l  " '  Hk, let RD(II'~ ... Hk) be the following (possibly empty) set: 
{(q, i , j )  I (q, i , j )  is a reverse dependency in H1 . . - [ i k} .  
Suppose RD(Ht . . .  I1~) ¢ 0. We now transform the p-decomposition II1.--1-In 
into another p-decomposition which is "smaller" as measured by the RD func- 
tion. (See Claims A and B below.) Indeed, let (q,i ' , j ') be a lexical minimum in 
RD(Y I1 . . . I In ) ,  that  is, for all (q*,i,j) in RD(I I1. . .Hn),  either i' = i and j '  < j 
or i' < i. Since RD(II1 ... [In) 7 ~ ~, (q, i ' , j ') exists. Let q' be a new predicate, and 
Hn~w = {q(X,Y)  :- q '(X,Y).}.  For each j >_ j ' ,  let II} be obtained from Hj by 
renaming q with q', i.e., by replacing each occurrence of q with q'. 
Claim A. I l l  .. - [ij,-l[i,~ewH}, " • [i~ is a p-decomposition of H. 
PROOF. We first need to introduce the following concept. Given a sequence 
H1 • • - [in, a (U~__lIIi)-derivation tree is called a II1 • • • H~-derivation tree if there is 
a function N from the internal nodes to {1 , . . . ,n}  satisfying the following condi- 
tion: For each node A and each son B of A, (i) [IN(A) contains the rule associated 
with A, and (ii) N(B)  >_ N(A) if B is also an internal node. 
Turning to the proof of Claim A, suppose we are given a I I1 . . .  I In-derivation 
/ tree for a p fact. A YI1 -- • YIj,_lII,~ewII~, -- • 1-In-derivation tree for the same p fact is 
obtained as follows: (i) For each node A associated with a rule in I I j  (j' < j < n), 
rename all the occurrences of q with q'. (ii) For each node B associated with a rule 
in some II, (1 < i < j ' )  and each child C of B where q~ occurs, insert between B and 
C a node C '  obtained by renaming q' in C with q. (iii) If the result of (i) and (ii) is 
a derivation tree with a root node A of the form q'(x, y), add q(x, y) as the parent 
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of A. (For (iii), the rule in [Inew is used.) Similarly, a H1..-  Hj,-112new11~j, "'" HI~n - 
derivation tree can be transformed into a 121..-H~-derivation tree by renaming qt 




IRD(111 . . .  H Iy_~11~cwn} . . .  H ' ) I  < fRD( I I1 . . .  [in)l. 3 
Let h be the mapping defined, for each triple (q*,i*,j*) in RD(121... IIn), 
(q',i*,j*) if q* = q and j* _> j '  
h((q*,i*,j*)) = (q*,i*,j*) otherwise. 
Let LS = RD(H1. . .  Hj,-11"incw12}, ... Yi~) and RS = RD([I1 ..- [In). It is straight- 
forward to verify that LS C h(RS). Thus, ]LS I < Ih(RS)]. Now, (q',i ' , j ') is in 
h(RS), but not in LS. Therefore, ]LS] < ]h(RS)I. Furthermore, h is one-to-one. 
Hence, ]h(RS)] = ]RS], and Claim B is proven. 
Repeating the transformation (defined just prior to Claim A) a finite number of 
times, one ultimately obtains a p-decomposition [I~..-Yi~ of 12 with no reverse 
dependency. Since each Hi is an SCC of itself, clearly each l.i~ is an SCC of 
itself. Thus, [I~...1-I~ is a normal p-decomposition of 12. By the construction, 
for 1 _< j _< k, either 112~ has the form {ql(X, Y) :- q2(X, Y).}; or there is an i 
(1 < i < n) such that YI~ is obtained from l'ii by a renaming of all occurrences of 
some IDB predicates of [I. This completes the proof of the lemma. [] 
Although not needed in the sequel, the following is of interest: For each sequence 
II1 -- - [In and predicate p, there is a program 12 which is p-equivalent to HIa • - - [In 
over EDB(U~=IYIi ). In comparison, there is no such program in the uniform sense 
[4] (where IDB predicates are allowed to carry input as well). 
We now illustrate the construction i  Lemma 3.2. 
Example 3.1. Consider the pl-decomposition 121 -.-II7 of 12, where [ii = {ri} for 
7- t 1 <i<7andH={r~, r~, r ' ,  3,r4,rs,r6,rT}, 
TI: 
r2 :  
r3 :  
T4: 
r5 :  
r6 :  
?'7: 
I .  
r I • 
/ 




There are two reverse 
pl(X, z) 
pl (x, z) 
p4 (x, z) 
pa(X, z) 
p3 (x, z) 
p4(X, z) 
p4(X, z) 
Pl (X, Z) 
Pl (X, Z) 
p~(X,Z) 
: -  Pl (X, Y), P4 (Y, Z). 
:- p4(X, Z). 
:- p3(X, Y1), b2 (Y1, Y2), a2 (Y2, Z). 
:- p~( X, Y), b~(Y, z). 
:- pa(X, Y1), bl(Yi, V2), al(Y2, Z). 
:- p4(X, Y), bl(Y, Z). 
:- a0(X, Z). 
:- Pl (X, Y), P2 (]I, Z). 
:- P2 (X, Z). 
:- p4(Z, Z). 
p2(X, Z) :- pa(X, Ya), b2(Y1, Y2), a2 (Y2, Z). 
dependencies in the given decomposition, amely, (P4, 3, 5) 
3For  each  f in i te set  S, [SI denotes  the  number  of  e lements  in S. 
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and (p4, 3, 6). In order to remove the reverse dependency (p4, 3, 5), we follow the 
construction in Lemma 3.2 and obtain a new pl-decomposition 111 • • ' 114rI41H511161 
1171, where 
I-[41:P4(X,Z) :- P41(X,Z). 
II51:P3(X,Z) :- P41(X,Y]),bl(Y1,Y2),al(Y2, Z). 
H61:P41 (X, Z) :- P41(X, Y), bl (Y, Z). 
I I7]:Pnl(X ,Z) :- ao(X, Z). 
Here, Yi51, 1161, and 1171 are the results of renaming the predicate P4 by P41 in 
II5, 116, and 117, respectively, and 1141 is the new "transition" program. This 
transformation also removes the reverse dependency (p4,3,6). Since no reverse 
dependency now exists, FI1 ..-114U41YI51H61H71 is a normal pl-decomposition f YI. 
To establish results for decomposability into decompositions with 1-rule com- 
ponents, we shall consider more general decompositions in which each component 
"defines" exactly one predicate. 
Definition 3.5. A program 17 is called unihead if IDB(1]) is a singleton, that is, if 
all the predicates appearing in the rule heads are the same. 
Obviously, 1-rule programs are unihead programs. 
For context-free languages and grammars, we need the parallel for productions 
of the terms "depends on," "SCC," and "unihead." The definitions are as above by 
replacing "program II" with "context-free grammar G," "rule" with "production," 
and "IDB predicate" with "variable," respectively. Using these notions, we now 
define "m-sequentiality." (The concept of "sequentiality" was first studied in [8]. 
The original motivation was to solve "equations" sequentially and one at a time.) 
Definition 3.6. A context-free grammar G = (V,E,P, pl) is sequential if V = 
{pl , - . .  ,pn} such that j >_ i for each production p~ --* upjv E P. And G is m- 
sequential, m an integer, if it is sequential and there are at most m productions 
in each SCC of G. 
It is worth noting that each SCC of a sequential grammar is unihead. ~r ther -  
more, if Pi is the variable in the head of each production in an SCC containing 
at least two productions, then p~ also occurs in the body of each production in 
that SCC. 
Suppose I I1-. -1]n is a normal sequence where each II~ is unihead. Then it is 
easily seen that Gu~ ln~ p is sequential for each predicate p. 
The final technic a~ lemma needed for the main result of the section characterizes 
the equivalence of programs in terms of the equality of the associated languages. 
Lemma 3.3. Two programs 111 and II2 are p-equivalent iff L(Gnl,p) = L(Gri2,p). 
PROOF.  We define the fringe of a derivation tree as the sequence of its leaves. 
Let YI1 and YI2 be programs and p a predicate. For the "if," we use the following 
result [29]: 
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(t) For each i, 1 < i < 2, ql(Xl,X2),q2(x2,x3),.. .  ,qn(Xn,Xn+l) is the fringe of 
a Hi-derivation tree for p(xl, Xn+l) iff qlq2""qn is in L(Gn~,p). lit is understood 
that  X l , . . . ,  and Xn+l are mutually distinct constants.] 
Note that the fringe in the statement of (t) is the fringe of a "most general 
derivation tree." (That is, the fringe of any other derivation tree is the "image" 
of some "most general derivation" under some mapping from constants onto con- 
stants.) Hence, all other derivation trees can be obtained by renaming the constants 
in the tree. The details are omitted here. 
For the "only if," suppose that L(GI]I,p) 7 L L(Gfl:,p), say L(GHI,p) ~ L(GyI2,p). 
Then there exists q l ' "qn  in L(Gnl,p) - L(Gn2,p). Let x l , . . . ,Xn+l  be distinct 
constants, and I = {qi(xi,xi+l)] 1 < i < n}. By (~), p(xl,Xn+l) is in T~( I ) ,  but 
not in T~2 (I). Hence, H1 and H2 are not p-equivalent. [] 
We transfer the notions of limiting mapping and 7)H (left-)linear to grammars. 
For each limiting mapping 7), a grammar G is called 7 ) (left-)linear if it is Pc  
(left-)linear. 
We are now ready for the main result of the section. 
Theorem 3.1. Let 7 ) be an arbitrary limiting mapping. Then a program H has a 
7) (left-)linear p-decomposition with 1-rule components 4 iff L(Gn,B) is generated 
by a 1-sequential 7) (left-)linear grammar. More generally, for each integer m > 
1, II has a 7) (left-)linear p-decomposition with m-~ule unihead components iff 
L(Gn,p) is generated by an m-sequential 7 ) (left-)linear grammar. 
PROOF. Let m _> 1 be an integer, H a program, and p a predicate. We only consider 
the 7)-linear case, the left-linear case being similar. For the "if," suppose L(Gn,p) 
is generated by an m-sequential P-l inear grammar G = (17, E, P,p). Without  loss 
of generality, we may suppose that each variable of V appears as the head of a 
production in P,  and each terminal of E occurs in a production in P.  Let 
H' = {q(X,Z)  : ql(X, Y1),q2(Y1,Y2), . . . ,qk(Yk- l ,Z).  l q-+ q l " "qk  i nP ,  
and X, Y1,. . - ,  Yk-1, Z are distinct variables}. 
Clearly, Gn,,p = G. Thus, L(Gn, p) = L(GII,p), and Gn,,p is m-sequential and 
7)-linear. Hence, IY is 7)n,-linear, each SCC of W contains at most m rules, and (as 
noted earlier) is unihead. By Lemma 3.1, H' has a P-l inear p-decomposition with 
m-rule unihead components. By Lemma 3.3, so does H. 
For the "only if," suppose there exists a P-l inear p-decomposition II1 • • • Hn of 
H with m-rule unihead components. By Lemma 3.2, there exists a normal 7)-linear 
p-decomposition II~ .. .  II~¢, with m-rule unihead components, of II. Therefore, each 
SCC of H* = H~ U.--U H~ is some H~. Since I I~- . .  II~ is normal, each SCC ofGn* p 
is a set of productions corresponding to some H*. Hence, Gn.,p is m-sequential and 
P-linear. By Lemma 3.3, L(Gn.,p) = L(Gn,p). Thus, L(Gn,p) is generated by an 
m-sequential 7)-linear grammar. [] 
4That is, each component program in the decomposition has at most one rule. Similar phrases 
have obvious imilar meanings. 
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Consider the following simple program H: 
p(X ,Z)  :- a(X,Y,),p(Y1,Y2),d(Y2, Z). 
p (X ,Z)  : b(X, Ya),p(Y:,Y~),d(Y2, Z). 
p(X, z) :- c(x, z). 
Clearly, L(Gmp ) = {x: . . .  x,~cd '~ ] 0 < n, x, E {a, b} for each i, 1 < i < n}. Further- 
more, L(Gn,v) = L(G') ,  where G' is the 1-sequential grammar ({p,p'}, {a, b, c, d}, {p 
--~ p'pd, p' -+ a,p' --+ b,p -+ e},p). Let 79 be defined by 79(Fi', r) = 0 for all Yi' and r. 
By Theorem 3.1, H has a 7 ) (left-)linear p-decomposition with 1-rule components. 
In fact, FI1H2YIaYI4 is such a p-decomposition, where 
l-I:: p(X ,Z)  : p'(X, Y1),p(Y1,Y2),d(Yz, Z). 
r[2: p'(X, z)  :- a(X, z).  
r[3: p'(X, z) :- b(X, z). 
n4: p(X, z) : e(x,z). 
In later sections, we shall present more involved examples. 
We now turn to the decidability issue regarding the existence of P (left-)linear 
decompositions with 1-rule components. Obviously, we should expect to have an 
undecidabil ity result for arbitrary 7 9, where the undecidability is due to the "non- 
recursive computabil ity" of 79. Thus, it is only meaningful to consider 79 with 
special forms. As it turns out, for some 7 9 , we have decidability, while for others, 
undecidability. We shall give an undecidability result for a degenerate 79 below, 
and return to this issue for other special 79s in the next section. 
We first need some notation and a technical emma. 
Notation For each context-free language L and word v, let Suf~(L) denote 
{w ¢ A tvw e L}. 
The technical emma is the following: 
Lemma 3.4. For each E with at least two elements, let S be a function from the 
family of context-free languages over E into {true, false} such that 
a. S(E +) = true, and 
b. {Suf~(L) [ v E E +, S(L) = true} is a proper s subfamily of the context-free 
languages over E. 
Then it is undecidable whether S( L( G) ) = true for arbitrary context-free gram- 
mars Ca. 
PROOF. Let S* be the function defined (for each extended context-free language L
over E; see Section 2.3) by S*(L) : true if S(L - {A}) = true and S*(L) = false 
otherwise. Let Suf , (L )  = {w I vw E L} for each L as above and eachv  E E +. 
(Note that  w can be A in this definition.) From (a) and (b), it follows that (i) 
S*(E*) = true, and (ii) {Suf~,(L) I v E E +, S*(L) = true} is a proper subfamily 
5A family £1 is called a proper subfamily of a family /22 if £: C £2, i.e., each member of £: 
Is a member of £2, but not vice versa. 
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of the extended context-free languages. By [14, Theorem 2.1], it is undecidable if
S* (L(G)) = true for an arbitrary extended context-free grammar G. Since a A-free 
context-free grammar can be effectively constructed for L(G) - {A} for each G as 
above [12], it follows that it is undecidable if S(L(G)) = true for an arbitrary A-free 
context-free grammar G. [] 
We are now able to present he undecidability result. (This should not be con- 
fused with the result in [9] which states that it is undecidable whether or not a 
context-free language is sequential.) 
Theorem 3.2. Let 7 ) be the limiting mapping defined by 7)(H,r) = 0 for all H and 
r. Then it is undecidable whether II has a 7) (left-)linear p-decomposition with 
l-rule components for all arbitrary predicates p and programs II. 
PROOF. Clearly, we can effectively construct Gn,p for all programs II and pred- 
icates p. By Theorem 3.1, it suffices to show that it is undecidable whether an 
arbitrary context-free language is l-sequential. It suffices to show that it is unde- 
cidable whether an arbitrary context-free language with at least three terminals is 
l-sequential. Let E be an arbitrary alphabet of at least three elements. Let S be 
the function from the family of context-free languages over E into {true, fa lse} 
such that S(L) = true iff L is 1-sequential. Clearly, S(E +) = true. [Indeed, 
let Go = ({pl ,p2},E,P,  pl) with P = {Pl --+ Plp2,Pl --+ a, p2 -~ a I a E E}. 
Then L(Go) = E + and Go is l-sequential.] By Proposition A of the Appendix, 
{Sufv (L) I v E E +, L c_ E +, S(L) = true} is a proper subfamily of the context- 
free languages over E. By Lemma 3.4, the condition of S(L(G)) = true for an 
arbitrary context-free grammar G is undecidable. [] 
aEMARR 3.1. The following orthogonal result was shown in [24]: (*) It is unde- 
cidable to determine for an "arbitrary general Horn-clause program" H = {rl, r2} if 
H p-decomposes into {r2}{rl} for a given predicate p. The study in [24] in general, 
and (*) in particular, uses predicates with big arities and disallows new rules in 
decompositions. 
The remainder of this section shows that (i) arbitrarily large "size-prime" (or 
"nondecomposable") programs exist, and (ii) decomposability into l-rule programs 
is different from decomposability into 2-rule programs. To this end, we need two 
concepts and one preliminary result. 
The first concept is: 
Definition 3. 7. A program II ~ is said to be an initialization program for a program 
H if, for each rule r in I1', the body of r does not contain any predicate in 
IDB(H U II'). 
Initialization programs are necessary for defining "size primes." Indeed, suppose 
a program H contains an initialization component and has two or more rules. Then 
H is not an SCC, and is thus decomposable into programs that are SCCs of H by 
Lemma 3.1. 
The preliminary result, which is of interest in its own right, is the following: 
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Lemma 3.5. Let 7 ) be a limiting mapping and for each integer m > 2, let II be the 
m-rule unihead program 
{p(X ,Z)  :-a~(X, Y1),p(Y1,Y2),a~(Y2, Z). ] 1 < i < m} 
where a l , . . . ,a ,~ are distinct predicates. Then (i) H is 7)n-linear, (ii) for each 
initialization program H ~' for II, where II 't is unihead and m-rule, IIII" is a 
7)-linear p-decomposition of I] U l-I n with m-rule unihead components; and (iii) 
there exists an initialization FI' for II, where H ~ is 1-rule, such that II LJ H ~ has 
no 7)-linear p-decomposition, of the form I] 1 ' ' '  I~k I I  t, with (m - 1)-rule unihead 
components. 
PROOF. Consider (i). Let 7)' be the limiting mapping defined by 7)'(H0, r') = 
IDB(YIo) for each H0 and r'. Then II is 7)~-linear. As noted just prior to 
Lemma 3.1, II is 7)~-linear for each limiting mapping 7)% Thus, (i) is proven. 
Clearly, (ii) holds. Now, consider (iii). Let II' = {p(X, Z ) : -c (X ,  Z).}, c a new 
predicate. Let 7) t' be defined by 7)'(rI0, r ~) = 0 for all H0 and r ~. Assume H U II' 
has a 7)-linear p-decomposition H1 • • • 1-IkH ~ with (m - 1)-rule unihead components. 
Since 7)"(H ', r) = 0 C 7)(H ', r) for each II' and r, each 7)-linear program is clearly 
7)'-l inear. Therefore, H1 " "  Hkl-i' is a 7)U-linear p-decomposition with (m - 1)-rule 
unihead components of II U Hr. Let L = L(G~on,,p). By Theorem 3.1, L is (m-  1)- 
sequential. Note that  L is Lo, where L0 is as defined in the Appendix. Clearly, 
Lo = SufA(L).  But this contradicts Proposition A of the Appendix. Hence, (iii) 
holds. [] 
In [7], the notion of "prime" Datalog programs was introduced and examined. 
Our second concept is a variation of that idea. 
Definition 3. 8. For each limiting mapping 7 ) and predicate p, a program II is said 
to be a 7) (left-)linear size pmme with respect o p if (i) 1-I is 7)n (left-)linear and 
unihead, and (ii) there is an initialization program H I such that H U H' has no 7) 
(left-)linear p-decomposition of the form II1 . . .  II,~l-I', where each Hi (1 < i < n) 
is unihead and has fewer rules than II. 
For each limiting mapping 7) and predicate p, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that  
only SCCs can be 7) (left-)linear size primes with respect o p. It will be seen in the 
next section that  there exist (i) some limiting mapping 7), (ii) a predicate p, and 
(iii) a program FI which is an SCC such that H is not a 7) (left-)linear size prime 
with respect o p. 
Our first result regarding the existence of size-primes follows immediately from 
Lemma 3.5: 
Theorem 3.3. For each limiting mapping 7 ) and predicate p, there exist arbitrarily 
large 7)-linear size-prime programs with respect o p. 
Theorem 3.3 deals with the existence of 7)-linear size-prime programs for arbi- 
t rary 7 ) . We shall see (Corollary 4.2) that the counterpart of this theorem does not 
hold for 7 ) left-linear size primes in general. 
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Our last result of this section follows from Lemma 3.5 by letting m = 2. It 
concerns the difference between decompositions into 1-rule and decompositions into 
2-rule programs. 
Theorem 3.4. For each limiting mapping 7), each 7)-linear p-decomposition with 
1-rule components i a 7)-linear p-decomposition with 2-rule unihead components 
but not vice versa. 
4. HEAD (LEFT- )L INEAR DECOMPOSIT IONS 
We now consider a type of 7 ) (left-)linear decomposition, called "head (left-)linear," 
induced by a particular limiting mapping 7) h. We then examine two special sub- 
families of these decompositions, called "recursion-dependent (left-)linear" and 
"recursion-one (left-)linear," each defined by a limiting mapping more restrictive 
than 7) h. Head (left-)linear emphasizes the (left) linearity in a rule body of the head 
predicate of that rule. The two subfamilies guarantee a bounded number of IDB 
predicate occurrences at each step of a derivation. The main results in this section 
are characterizations relating these decompositions for programs with properties of 
the programs' associated languages. 
4.1. Head (Left-)Linear Decompositions 
In this subsection, we examine the existence of head (left-)linear decompositions 
with l-rule components. In such decompositions, each l-rule program is (left) linear 
in the traditional sense. 
We start with the definition of "head (left-)linear." 
Definition 4.1. Let 7) h be the limiting mapping defined (for all I1 and r) by (i) 
7)h(H,r) = IDB({r})  if r is a variable renaming of a rule in II and the head 
predicate of r appears in its body, and (ii) 7~h(yi, r) = {~ otherwise. A decom- 
position H I . . .  II~ is called head (left-)linear if it is 7) h (left-)linear. A grammar 
G = (V, E, P,p) is called head (left-)linear if it is 7) h (left-)linear, where 7) h is 
transferred to grammars in the obvious way. That is, G is head (left-)linear if, 
for each production p' -+ w in P, p' can occur at most once in w (and only as 
the leftmost symbol of w). 
For example, the program 
p(X,Y) :- a(X, Z1), p(ZI,Z2), pl(Z2,Y). 
p l (X ,Y )  : a(X,Y) .  
is head linear. Note that 
But the important fact is 
other hand, the program 
the IDB predicates p and pl both occur in the first rule. 
that p only occurs once in the body of that rule. On the 
p(X, Y) :- a(X, Zl), p(Z~, z2), p(Z2, ~'). 
p(X,Y) :- a(X,Y). 
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is not head linear since p occurs twice in the body of the first rule. 
Clearly, head linear emphasizes only the linearity of the head predicate in the 
body of each rule under consideration. Also, head (left-)linear is equivalent o 
traditional (left-)linear for 1-rule programs. 
By Theorem 3.1, we obtain the following result. 
Theorem 4.1. A program I1 has a head (left-)linear p-decomposition with 1-rule 
components iff L( Gn,p ) is generated by a 1-sequential head (left-)linear grammar. 
We now turn to characterizing a large class of programs possessing head (left-)- 
linear decompositions with 1-rule components. To this end and for later usage, we 
need the notions of "Kleene derivation" and "regular" languages. 
Definition 4.2. A {U, *, +}-derivation for a language L over E is a sequence L1 , . . . ,  
L ,  of languages uch that Ln = L and each Li has one of the following forms: 
0 ,{a} ,L jUL ,~,L j *L~,orL  +,whereaCEand l< j ,m<i .AsetLoverE  
is called regular if there exists a {U, *, +}-derivation for L. 
Note that each L~ in a {U,., +}-derivation is A-free. Regular languages as defined 
above clearly coincide with regular languages defined by "left-linear" grammars. 
The second result of this subsection deals only with the left-linear case. 
Theorem 4.2. A program II has a head left-linear p-deeomposition with 1-rule com- 
ponents iff L(Gn,B) is regular. 
PROOF.  Let [I be a program and p a predicate. For the "if," suppose L(Gn,p) 
is regular. Then there exists a {t2,., +}-derivation L I , , . . ,Ln for L(GII,p). Let 
Pn = P and let Pl,.,.,P,~-I be new predicates. For each 1 < i < n, let Hi be 
defined as follows: 
(a) If L~ = 0, then Hi = 0. 
(b) If L~ = {a}, where a is in E, then Ili is 
pi(X, z) :- a(X, z). 
(c) If Li = Lj [2 Lm, then IIi is 
p (X, z) :- pj(X, z). 
p (X, z) : pro(x, z). 
(d) If Li = Lj * Lm, then IIi is 
pi(X, Z) :- pj(X, Y),p.~(Z, Z). 
(e) If Li = L +, then Hi is 
pi(x,z) :- pi(X,Z),pj(v,z). 
pi(X, z) :- pj(x, z). 
Let FI' = tO~_lYI i. Clearly, L(Gw,p) = L(Gn,p), 1-i t is head left-linear, and each 
SCC of H ~ consists of one rule. By Lemma 3.3, H and 1-I t are p-equivalent. By 
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Lemma 3.1, YI ~ has a head left-linear p-decomposition I I~. . .  H~ with 1-rule com- 
ponents. It follows that II~ • • • II~ is a head left-linear p-decomposition of H with 
1-rule components. Thus the "if" is proven. 
For the "only if," suppose H has a head left-linear p-decomposition with 1- 
rule components. By Theorem 4.1, L(Gn,p) is generated by a head left-linear 
1-sequential grammar. It thus suffices to show that 
(*) L(G) is regular for each head left-linear 1-sequential grammar G. 
To this end, let G = ({P l , . . . , P t} ,E ,P ,  Pl) be a head left-linear 1-sequential 
grammar. Suppose there exists a rule of the form Pl --* plw, where w E (E U 
{P2,..- ,Pz}) +. (The case when no such rule exists is similar and omitted.) Since 
G is 1-sequential, this rule is unique. Let Pl --~ ui, 1 < i < n, be the other 
rules with p] as head. For I = 1, (.) holds because U l , . . . ,  un and w are terminal 
words. Continuing by induction, suppose k is a positive integer such that  (*) 
holds for each l _< k. Consider l = k+l .  Let j (1 < j < l) be fixed, and let 
Gj = ({p j , . . . ,  Pt }, E, Pj, pj), where Pj consists of all productions of the form Pi --~ v 
in P such that v E (E U V)* and i > j. Clearly, Gy has at most k variables. Since 
G is 1-sequential and head left-linear, so is Gj. By induction, L(Gj) is regular. Let 
G1 = ({Pl}, E (2 {P2,... ,Pt}, {Pl --* plw,pl  --~ Ul , . . .  ,Pl --* un},pl). By induction, 
L(G1) is regular. Let a be the language substitution 6 defined by a(pi) = L(Gi) for 
1 < i < l and a(a) = {a} for a E E. Obviously, cr(L(G1)) = L(G). Since the family 
of regular languages i closed under language substitution by regular languages [12], 
(*) holds, i.e., L(G) is regular as desired. [] 
Since it is undecidable whether an arbitrary context-free language is regular [12], 
the above theorem yields: 
Corollary 4.1. It is undecidable whether an arbitrary program has a head left-linear 
p-decomposition with 1-rule components. 
We now use Theorem 4.2 to obtain a corollary on size primes. First, though, we 
need the following concept: A context-free grammar (V, E, P, p) is called (left-)linear 
if, for each production of the form p~ -* w in P,  there is at most one occurrence of 
variables from V in w (and only as the leftmost symbol in w). 
The corollary on size primes is: 
Corollary 4.2. A nonempty unihead program is a head left-linear size prime iff it 
has exactly one rule. Consequently, (i) there are no arbitrarily large head left- 
linear size-primes, and (ii) head left-linear decompositions with 1-rule compo- 
nents are identical to head (left-)linear decompositions with 2-rule unihead com- 
ponents. 
PROOF. Clearly, each 1-rule unihead program is a head left-linear size prime. For 
the "only if," suppose II is a unihead program with two or more rules. Let p be 
6A language substitution ver E is a mapping a from :E* to languages over ~ such that a(A) = 
{A) and cr(ala2...ak) = a(al)a(a2)...a(ak) for all k _~ 1 and al, a2 .. . . .  a k in ]E. For each set 
L of words over ~, a(L) is defined as Uw~La(W ). 
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the head predicate of the rules in 12, and let I l '  be an arbitrary initialization for 1-i. 
Then, GIIoII,,p is left-linear. Thus, as mentioned prior to Theorem 4.2, L(Giiuii,,p) 
is regular. By Theorem 4.2, there is a head left-linear p-decomposit ion 111 • "" Ilk for 
1] t2 I I ' .  By applying an appropr iate predicate renaming to 121 • " • Ilk if necessary, 
we may assume that  no IDB predicate of 12' except p is used in IIx -. - Hk. It  then 
follows that  121 • • • Hk12' is also a head left-linear p-decomposit ion for H U 1]'. Since 
each Hi has only one rule, Yi cannot be a head left-linear size prime. [] 








:- p2( x, Y1), b2(Yl, Y2), a2(Y2, Z). 
:- p2(X, Y), b2(Y, Z). 
: pl(X, Y1),bl(Y1,Y2),al(Y2, Z). 
:- pl(X,Y),bl(g,z). 
:- p(X, Y), ao(Y, Z). 
:- no(X, Z). 
Then L(an,p) is ({ao}{bl}+{al}{b2}+{a2}) , nd thus regular. One {U, . ,+}-  
derivation for L(Gn,p) is: {ao}, {bl}, {an}, {b2}, {a2}, {bl} +, {b2} +, {b2}+{a2}, 
{al}{b2}+{a2}, {bl}+{al}{b2}+{a2}, {ao {bl} + {al}{b2} + {a2}, ({ao}{bl} + {al} 
{b2} + {a2}) +. Let 121, . . . ,  1115 be defined as follows: 
121: pl(X,Z) :- ao(X,Z). 
II2: p2(X,Z) :- bl(X,Z). 
II3: p3(X,Z) :- aa(X,Z). 
Ha: p4(X ,Z)  :- b2(X,Z). 
12s: p5(X,Z) : a2(X,Z). 
II6: p6(X, Z) :- p2(X, Z). 
117: p6(X,Z) :- p6(X,Y),p2(Y,Z). 
[Is: pT(X,Z) : pa(X,Z). 
H9: pT(X,Z) :- pT(X,Y),p4(Y,Z). 
Hi0: Rs(X,Z) :- pz(X,Y),ps(Y,Z). 
1111: p9(X,Z) :- p3(X,Y),ps(Y,Z). 
I-i12: plo(X,Z) :- p6(X,Y),p9(Y,Z). 
1-I13: Pll(X,Z) :- pl(X,Y),plo(Y,Z). 
1214: p(X,Z) :- pll(X,Z). 
n~: p(x ,z )  :- p(X,Y),pH(Y,z).  
Then 1215 . . .  HI  (the number is reversed for ease of il lustration) is a head left-linear 
p-decomposit ion of H with 1-rule components as constructed in the proof. Note 
that  the decomposit ion can be simplified into ten rules by removing the first five 
rules and adjusting the other rules appropriately. 
In passing, we note the following two points: 
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1. Although regular languages are known to have left-linear grammars, Theo- 
rem 4.2 also shows that regular languages have 1-sequential head left-linear 
grammars .  
2. For each {U,. ,  +)-der ivat ion LI,. •., Ln, Theorem 4.2 yields a head  left-linear 
p -decompos i t ion  with a sequence of at most  2n  rules. 
4.2. Recursion-Dependent (Left-)Linear Decompositions 
Head (left-)linear decompositions with 1-rule components are clearly preferable to 
general decompositions with 1-rule components. However, even for an arbitrary 
head (left-)linear decomposition {r l} . . .  {rm}, there is still no limit on the number 
of occurrences in each ri of predicates which depend on "recursive" predicates of 
{rj I i < j < m}. This deficiency is overcome here and in the next subsection by 
considering decompositions which are linear in a stronger sense. 
We begin with several recursion-related concepts. 
Definition 4.3. A rule is called recursive in a program if its head predicate occurs 
in its body or it is in an SCC of two or more rules. A predicate is called recursive 
in a program if it is the head predicate of a recursive rule. 
Roughly speaking, "recursion-dependent" predicates are those which can lead to 
recursive predicates in derivations. Specifically, we have: 
Definition 4.4. Suppose 1-i is a program. For all p and p/ in IDB(II), p is said to 
depend on pl if either there is a rule in II with p in its head and p~ in its body, 
or there is a p~ in IDB(II) such that p depends on p" and p~ depends on p~. 
A predicate p in IDB(II) is called recursion-dependent if either p is recursive 
in II or p depends on a recursive predicate of 1]. Let 7~(1-I) denote the set of 
recursion-dependent predicates in H. 
The above notions are transferred to grammars in the usual way. 
The major notion of this subsection is "recursion-dependent 
given below. 
(left-)linear," 
Definition 4.5. Let 7)d be the limiting mapping defined (for each 1-I and r) by (i) 
7)d(II, r) = T~(H) if r is a variable renaming of a rule in II, and (ii) 7)d(yI, r) = 0 
otherwise. A decomposition I I1 . . .  Hn is called recursion-dependent (left-)linear 
if it is 7)d (left-)linear. A grammar G is called recursion-dependent (left-)linear 
if it is 7)d (left-)linear, where 7)d is transferred to grammars in the obvious way. 
Roughly speaking, recursion-dependent linear emphasizes the linearity of all 
recursion-dependent predicates in all rules. Because of the linearity, there is at 
most one recursive predicate at each step of every derivation for a decomposition 
of this kind. 
The limiting mapping 7)4 is more restrictive on rules than ph (i.e., ~)d(~I, r) 
7)h(1-I,r) for all II and r). Indeed, let YI and r be given. If r is a variable 
renaming of a rule in 1] and the head predicate of r occurs in its body, then 
~(H)  _~ IDB({r}), and hence 7)4(1], r) = T~(H) _~ IDB({r}) = 7)h(II,r). Other- 
wise, we have 7)d(1], r) _D 0 = 7)h(1], r). 
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Since 7 )d is more restrictive than ph, each recursion-dependent (left-)linear de- 
composition with 1-rule components i a head (left-)linear decomposition with 1- 
rule components. We shall see after Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.4 that the converses 
for both the linear and left-linear cases are false. 
Theorem 3.1 yields the following analog to Theorem 4.1: 
Theorem 4.3. A program H has a recursion-dependent (left-)linearp-decomposition 
with 1-rule components iff L(Gn,B) is generated by a 1-sequential recursion- 
dependent (left-) linear grammar. 
RSarning to our next theorem, we need an auxiliary result and a concept. The 
auxiliary result is given first. 
Lemma 4.1. The family £1 of languages generated by (sequential) [left-]linear gram- 
mars is identical to the family £2 of languages generated by ( sequentia 0 recursion- 
dependent [left-]linear grammars. 
PROOF. Clearly, it suffices to show that £2 c_ £1. Let G = (V,E,P, pl) be a 
(sequential) recursion-dependent [left-]linear grammar. Since the empty language 
is in both families, we may assume that L(G) ~ O. For each p E V - 7Z(G), let 
Lp = {w C E + I P ~ w}. By our assumption on grammars (see Section 2.3), Lp is 
finite and nonempty. We now construct a new grammar from P by replacing each 
p E V - 74(G) with every word in Lp. Formally, let G' = (V, E, P',Pl), where 
P~={p- -~wl . - .wk  IP - -+Ul" "uk inPwi theachu j  EVUE,  
and for each i, wi = u~ if ui E 7~(G) U E, and we E Lu~ otherwise}. 
Clearly, L(G') = L(G), and all variables occurring in production bodies of G' 
are recursion-dependent i  G. Since G is recursion-dependent [left-]linear, each 
production of G contains at most one recursion-dependent variable in its body. 
Thus, G' is (sequential) [left-]linear. [] 
We now give a program H which has a head linear decomposition with 1-rule 
components, but no recursion-dependent li ear decompositions with 1-rule compo- 
nents: 
p(X,Z) : p(X, Y1),e(YI,Y2),p'(Y2, Z). 
p(X,Z) :- p'(X, Y1),c(Y1,Y2),p'(Y2, Z). 
p'(X,Z) : a(X, Y1),p'(Y1,Y2),b(Y2,Z). 
p'(X,Z) : a(X,Y),b(Y,Z).  
Then L(Gn,p) = {anlbnlc "'" canmb n'' [ m > 2, ni _> 1} is 1-sequential head linear. 
By Theorem 4.1, II has a head linear p-decomposition with 1-rule components. 
However, L(Gn,p) is not linear. [Suppose L(GII,p) is linear. Since a+b+ca+b + is 
a regular language and linear languages are closed under intersection with regular 
languages, L(Gn,p)Na+b+ca+b  is linear. However, L(Gn,p)Aa+b+ ca+b + is known, 
e.g.,j12, p. 224], not to be a linear language. Thus, L(Gn,p) cannot be sequential 
recursion-dependent linear by Lemma 4.1. Thus, H has no recursion-dependent 
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linear p-decomposition with 1-rule components by Theorem 4.3. (This example 
also shows that decomposition with 1-rule components i not limited to regular, 
bounded, and "metalinear" situations.) 
The concept is "star-height one," which arises in regular expressions [16]. 
Definition 4.6. A {U,., +}-derivation L1 , . . . ,  Ln is said to be star-height one if, 
for each i, Li = L + for some 1 _< j < n implies that Lj is finite. A language L is 
said to be star-height one if L = Ln for some star-height one {U,., +}-derivation 
L1, . . .  ,Ln. 
By the corollary of [11, Theorem 1.1], it is easily seen that all regular bounded 
languages are regular languages of star-height one. 
We are now ready for the second theorem of the section. 
Theorem 4.~. Let II be a program and pl a predicate. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(i) YI has a recursion-dependent left-linear pl-deeomposition with 1-rule compo- 
nents. 
(ii) H has a left-linear pl-decomposition with unihead components. 
(iii) L(Gn,p,) is a language of star-height one. 
PROOF. Let G = Gn,pl = (V,E,P,  pl) and L = L(Gn,pl). Note that (i) is equiva- 
lent to 
(1) L is 1-sequential recursion-dependent lef -linear 
by Theorem 4.3, and (ii) is equivalent to 
(2) L is sequential left-linear 
by Theorem 3.1. Hence, it suffices to verify that (1), (2), and (iii) are equivalent. 
Using induction on IVI, we first prove that (1) implies (iii). Suppose (1) holds. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that G is 1-sequential recursion-depen- 
dent left-linear. Suppose pl is recursive in P, the case when Pl is not recursive in 
P being similar and omitted. [A variable p is called recursive in a grammar G1 
if p 3"  upv for uv ~ A.] Since G is 1-sequential, there is a unique production G1 
in P such that Pl occurs in both the head and the body. Let Pl --* plu be this 
production. Let Pl --* Vl, ..., Pl --+ v,~ be the productions in P with Pl as head, 
where the leftmost symbol of each vl is not Pl. 
Clearly, IVI > 0. Suppose IVI = 1. Since G is 1-sequential recursion-dependent 
left-linear, UVl. . .vm E E*. Also (see Section 2.3), vi ~ A for 1 < i < m. Thus, 
L(G) = umi{v~} U U'~=iviu +, and is a star-height one language. 
Continuing by induction, suppose k > 1 is an integer such that (iii) holds for 
IV[ < k. Suppose IYl = k+l  and V = {p~ I 1 < i < k+ 1} such that Pi 
does not depend on pj for 1 _< j < i <_ k + 1. Let j (2 < j < k + 1) be fixed, 
and Gj = ({pili > j},E,{p~ --* v E P I i > j},p j ) .  Since the productions of Gj 
are contained in P, Gj is 1-sequential recursion-dependent lef -linear. Clearly, Gj 
uses at most k variables. By induction, L(Gj) has star-height one. Let a be the 
language substitution defined by a(pi) = L(G~) and a(a) = {a} for each i > 2 and 
a E E. Since G is recursion-dependent lef  linear, u contains no recursion-dependent 
variable of G. Thus, or(u) is finite. Since G is 1-sequential, no vi contains Pl. Hence, 
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each a(v~) is the product of star-height one languages, and thus has star-height one 
itself. Clearly, 
m 
L = U(a(v i )  U a(vi)a(u)+). 
i=1 
Thus, L is star-height one, the induction is extended, and (iii) is verified. 
Now, consider that (iii) implies (1). (This part is illustrated in Example 4.2.) 
Suppose (iii) holds. Then there exists a {U,., +}-derivation L1 , . . . , L~ for L of 
star-height one. Using induction, for i = 1, . . . ,  n, 
(t) we construct a 1-sequential, recursion-dependent lef -linear grammar Gi for 
L~ such that Gi contains no recursive variable if Li is finite. 
Let G1 = ({p11},E, Pl,P11), where P1 = 0 if L1 = ~ and P1 = {Pll --* w I 
w E L1} otherwise. Clearly, G1 is a 1-sequential, recursion-dependent lef -linear 
grammar for L1. To facilitate the construction of future grammars, we shall define 
for each Gi an auxiliary set A~ consisting of a subset of variables of G~. For 
G1, let A1 = ~ if L1 = 0, and A1 = {P11} otherwise. Clearly, A1 is equal to 
{/)' • V1 I P l l  =~* al p'v ~a l  uv for some terminal words u and v}. Other A~s will 
have similar properties. 
Continuing by induction, suppose k _> 1 is an integer such that, for each i _< k, 
(t) holds and the auxiliary set Ai is constructed. Consider i = k + 1. Suppose 
Lk+l is constructed from Lj  and Lt for some 1 <_ j < 1 _< k. By induction, there 
exist 1-sequential recursion-dependent left-linear grammars Gj = (Vj, E, P j ,P j t )  
and Gt = (Vt, 2, Pt,Ptt) such that Lj  = L(Gj )  and Lt = L(GI). Without loss of 
generality, we may assume that Vj C? Vl = 0. Let P(k+l)l be a new variable and 
Gk+l = (Vk+l, E, Pk+l,P(k+l)l) be constructed as follows: 
(a) Suppose Lk+l = Lj  U Lt. Let Vk+l = {P(k+l)l} U Vj U Vl, and Pk+l = 
{P(k+l)l ---* Pjl,P(k+I)I ---+ Pll}t-JPj tAFt. Let the auxiliary set Ak+l ---- Aj UAI. 
(/3) Suppose Lk+l = Lj ,, Lz. Let Vk+l = {P(k+l)l} U Vj U Vz, and 
Pk+l = {P(k+l)l --~ Ptl} U {Pit ~ u • Pl I u ¢ E + or Pu ¢ At} 
U{ptt ~ PjlU I Pit --+ u • Pl, u • E + and Pit • At} U Pj. 
Let the auxiliary set Ak+l be Aj.  Informally, the productions generate Lk+l as 
follows: 
P(k+l)l 
Ptl by applying the production in the first set 
puv where v is in E*, by applying productions in the second set 
3"  p j luv  by applying a production in the third set 
3"  wuv by applying productions in the fourth set. 
Suppose Lk+l = L +. Since the derivation is of star-height one, Lj  must be 
finite. For each p in Vj, let p' be a new variable. Let h be the homomorphism 
over (Vj tJ E)* defined by h(p) = p' for each p e Vj and h(b) = b for each 
b c E. Let Vk+l = {P(k+l)l} U Vj U h(Vj), and 
Pk+l = {P(k+l ) l  ---* P(k+I)lPjI,P(k+I)I ~ h(pjl)} t2 Pj 
u{h(p) h(u) I P u e Pj}. 
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Let the auxiliary set Ak+l be h(Aj) .  By induction, Pjl is not recursion-dependent 
in Gj, and hence not recursion-dependent in Gk+l. Informally, the productions 
given above produce Lk+l as follows: 
P(k+l)l 
~*p(k+l) l (P j l )  m m > O, by repeating the first production in the first set 
P~k+I)I(Pjl) m by applying the second production in the first set 
~*p~k+l) lu2. . .um+l  by applying productions in Pj 
~*u lu2  " • Um+l by applying productions in h(Pj). 
It is easily seen that, for each i, 
Ai = {p' E ½ I Pil 3"  c~ p~v ~c ,  uv for some terminal words u and v}. 
In all three cases, it is easy to verify that Gk+l is a 1-sequential recursion- 
dependent left-linear grammar for Lk+l. Thus, the induction is extended, and (1) 
is proven. 
That (1) implies (2) follows from Lemma 4.1. 
Finally, consider that (2) implies (1). Thus suppose (2) holds. Without loss 
of generality, we may assume that G is sequential left-linear. For each recursive 
variable Pi E V, let pj~ be a new variable. Let V' = V t2 {pj, I Pi is recursive in G}, 
P' = {p -+ u E P I P does not occur in u} U {p~ --* PiPj~,Pj~ -+ w I P~ ~ piw E P},  
and G' = (V', E ,P ' ,p l ) .  It is readily verified that G' is a 1-sequential recursion- 
dependent left-linear grammar which generates L. Thus, (1) is proved. [] 
Clearly, there are regular languages which are not star-height one [13]. By Theo- 
rems 4.2 and 4.4, it is easily seen that there are programs which have head left-linear 
decompositions with 1-rule components, but have no recursion-dependent lef -linear 
decompositions with 1-rule components. 
Example 4.2. To illustrate "(iii) implies (1)," let Yi be the following program: 
p(X,Z) :- pl(X,Y),p2(Y,Z). 
pl(X,Z) :- pl(X,Y),a(Y,Z). 
pl(X, Z) :- a(X, Z). 
p2(X, Z) : p2(X,Y),b(Y, Z). 
p2(X, Z) :- b(X, Z). 
Then L(Gn,p) = a+b +. One star-height one {U,., +}-derivation for L(Gri,p) is: 
{a}, {b}, {a} +, {b} +, {a}+{b} +. The grammars constructed are Gi, 1 < i < 5. For 
each Gi, the starting symbol is p~ (P5 = P), and the set of productions Pi is given 
below. Each auxiliary set Ai is also given. 
P1 = {pt - -~a} A1 = {Pl} 
P2 = {p2~b} A2 = {P2} 
P3 = {p3---~p3pl ,p3--*p~,pl- - -~a,p]- - ,a} A3 = {p]} 
I P4 = {p4----*p4P2,P4----*p2,p2----~b,p~----~b} A4 = {p~} 
f P5 = {p5---*p4,P4----~p4P2,P4----4p2,P2----~b,p~-'+p3 b} UP3 A5 = {p]}  
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The program decomposition can be constructed from P5 in the standard way. 
Suppose L is a context-free language over a one-letter alphabet. Then L is 
regular and "ultimately periodic" [12]. Prom this, it readily follows that L is of 
star-height one. This implies the following: 
Corollary 4.3. Each program with exactly one EDB predicate has a recursion- 
dependent left-linear p-decomposition with 1-rule components (for each predi- 
cate p). 
Since it is decidable whether an arbitrary regular language is star-height one 
[13], we have the following: 
Corollary 4.4. It is decidable if an arbitrary left-linear program has a recursion- 
dependent left-linear p-decomposition with 1-rule components. 
In contrast, we have the following: 
Theorem 4.5. It is undecidable if an arbitrary program with two or more EDB 
predicates has a recursion-dependent left-linear pl-decomposition with 1-rule 
components. 
PROOF. By Theorem 4.4, it suffices to show that it is undecidable if an arbitrary 
context-free language is star-height one. Let E be a set of two or more symbols. 
Since E + is star-height one, by Lemma 3.4 it suffices to show that {SUfv(L) I v c 
E + and L is star-height one} is a proper subfamily of the context-free languages. 
Let £ denote the family of languages of star-height one. Since £ is a subfamily of 
the regular languages, and thus a proper subfamily of the context-free languages, 
it suffices to show the following: 
(*) For each L E Z; and nonempty word v, SUfv(L) E £. 
By repeated applications, it suffices to consider (*) for v E E. Let L be in Z; and 
a in E. By induction on the length of {U,., +}-derivations, it is easily verified that 
(i) £ is closed under subtraction by singleton sets, and (ii) there exist L' and L" 
in £ such that L - {a} = aL' U L" and L" N aE + = ~. Clearly, Sufa(L) = L', and 
(*) is verified. [] 
For the recursion-dependent li ear case, we have the following result. (The proof 
is similar to Lemma 4.1, and is thus omitted.) 
Proposition 4.1. If a program II has a recursion-dependent li ear p-decomposition, 
then L(Gn,p) is linear. 
4.3. Recursion-One (Left-)Linear Decompositions 
In this subsection, we consider "recursion-one (left-)linear decompositions." These 
are again special cases of head (left-)linear decompositions. 
W~e start with several concepts. 
Definition 4.7. Let 7 )0 be the limiting mapping defined (for each II and r) by (i) 
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7)°(H,r) = IDB( I I )  if r is a variable renaming of a rule in II and the head 
predicate of r occurs in its body, and (ii) 7)°(II, r) = 0 otherwise. A decompo- 
sition H1---gin is recursion-one (left-)linear if it is 7)0 (left-)linear. A grammar 
G is recursion-one (left-)linear if it is 7)~ (left-)linear, where 7)o is transferred to 
grammars in the obvious way. 
Intuitively speaking, recursion-one linear emphasizes that at most one predicate 
in IDB( I I )  can appear in the body of a recursive rule. As mentioned in the previous 
subsection, every derivation tree for each decomposition of this kind has bounded 
"width" in terms of IDB predicates. 
The limiting mapping 7 )o is also more restrictive than 7)h. [Indeed, let II and 
r be given. If r is a variable renaming of a rule in II and the head predicate of r 
occurs in its body, then 7)°(H, r) = IDB( I I )  D IDB({r})  = 7)h(H, r). Otherwise, 
7)°(H,r) D 0 = 7)h(II,r).] Hence, each recursion-one (left-)linear decomposition 
with 1-rule components i a head (left-)linear decomposition. 
We next recall the concepts of "bounded context-free languages"7 [10] and "reg- 
ular bounded languages" [11]. A context-free language L is called bounded if there 
are words Wl,. . .  ,wn such that L c_ w~.. .w~. A context-free language is called 
regular bounded if it is regular and bounded. 
We now present our characterization of recursion-one (left-)linear decomposi- 
tions. 
Theorem 4.6. A program I1 has a recursion-one ( left-)linear pl-decomposition with 
1-rule components iff L( GH,pl ) is (regular) bounded. 
PROOF. We first consider the linear case. By Corollary 3 of [10, Theorem 3.1] and 
its remark, a language is bounded iff it is generated by a grammar ({Pl , . . .  ,Pn}, E, 
P, Pl), where the variables form a partially ordered set with the following properties: 
(a) Pi > Pj if and only if pi ~ upjv, where u and v are words over E. 
(b) For each Pi, there is at most one production where pi occurs in both the head 
and the body, and each production with Pi as head is either of the form: 
(i) Pi --* w, where w is a terminal word (corresponding to finite sets); 
(ii) Pi --* Pj, where p~ >>_ pj and p~ 7~ pj (corresponding to union); 
(iii) Pi ---* PjPk, where Pi > Pj and p~ > Pk and p~, pj, and Pk are mutually 
distinct (corresponding to concatenation); or
(iv) Pi ~ xpiy, where x and y are terminal words (corresponding to "nest- 
ing"). 
Clearly, the above grammar is 1-sequential recursion-one linear. Thus, a language 
is bounded iff it is 1-sequential recursion-one linear. By Theorem 3.1, it follows that 
a program II has a recursion-one linear pl-decomposition with 1-rule components 
iff L(Gn,pl) is bounded. 
To consider the left-linear case, let L be a context-free language. By the corollary 
of [11, Theorem 1.1], it is easily seen that L is regular bounded iff L is generated 
by a context-free grammar of the form given above, except hat (iv) is replaced by 
7The boundedness of context-free languages hould not be confused with the "boundedness" 
of Datalog programs. 
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"Pi -* PiY, where y is a terminal word." The remainder of the proof can be given 
as for the linear case by making the obvious changes. [] 
To illustrate the linear case, consider the following program H: 
"1  : p(X,Z)  :-- a(X, Y1),a(Y1,Y2),p(Y2,Y3),b(Ya,Y4),b(Y4,Y5),b(Y5, Z). 
r2 : p(X,Z)  :- a(X,Y~),a(Y1,Y2),a(Y2,Y3),p(Y~,Ya),b(Y4, Y5),b(Y5, Z). 
r~ : p(X, Z) :- c(X, Z). 
Then L(Gn,p) C_ a*cb*, and is thus bounded. By Theorem 4.6, II has a recursion- 
one linear p-decomposition with 1-rule components. In fact, {rl}{r2}{r3} is one 
such decomposition. Note that {rl, re} is an SCC and is not a recursion-one linear 
size prime. 
By [10, Theorem 5.2], it is decidable if an arbitrary regular or context-free lan- 
guage is bounded. Thus, we have: 
Corollary 4.5. It is decidable if an arbitrary (left-linear) program has a recursion- 
one (left-) linear p-decomposition with 1-rule components. 
We conclude this section by discussing some relationships (in addition to those 
given in the previous ubsection) among the three kinds of decompositions. As men- 
tioned at the beginning of this subsection, each recursion-one (left-)linear decompo- 
sition with 1-rule components i also a head (left-)linear decomposition. However, 
the converse is false. Indeed, let II be a program such that L(Gn,p) = {a, b} +. 
Since L(Gn,v) is regular, it follows from Theorem 4.2 that H has a head left-linear 
p-decomposition with 1-rule components. Since L(Gn,v) is not bounded [12], H 
does not have a recursion-one (left-)linear p-decomposition with 1-rule components 
(by Theorem 4.6). 
Similar to the argument given after Example 4.2, it is easily verified that each 
regular bounded language has star-height one. By Theorems 4.4 and 4.6, it follows 
that each program having a recursion-one left-linear p-decomposition with I-rule 
components has a recursion-dependent left-linear p-decomposition with 1-rule com- 
ponents. 
Recursion-dependent (left-)linear decompositions with 1-rule components are 
not comparable with recursion-one linear decompositions with 1-rule components. 
Indeed, let II be as above. As already noted, H has no recursion-one linear p- 
decomposition with 1-rule components. Since L(Gn,p) has star-height one, YI has a 
recursion-dependent left-linear p-decomposition with 1-rule components by Theo- 
rem 4.4. On the other hand, let H' be a program such that L(Gn,,v) = {anbr~amb  I
n, m > 1}. By Theorem 4.6 and Proposition 4.1, it follows that IIt has a recursion- 
one linear p-decomposition with 1-rule components, but no recursion-dependent 
(left-)linear p-decomposition with 1-rule components. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
~Fhis paper introduced the notion of 7 9 (left-)linear decompositions of chain Datalog 
programs, and studied such decompositions with 1-rule components. The results 
developed were mainly on three themes: characterizations, decidability, and pri- 
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reality. The basic theorems obtained related decompositions with corresponding 
properties (such as 1-sequential, bounded, regular, and star-height one) of the as- 
sociated context-free languages. 
One direction for further research into decomposition is complexity. Issues of 
interest include (i) the complexity of decompositions ( uch as the number of rules, 
which were briefly discussed here), and (ii) the efficiency of evaluating decompo- 
sitions (as compared with the efficiency of evaluating nondecomposed programs). 
Another topic for study is the uniqueness of "factorization." For example, what 
does uniqueness mean? And are there "reasonable conditions" which guarantee it? 
APPENDIX  
We say a CFG G = (V ,E ,P ,  pl) has k-SCC components, where k is a positive 
integer, if each SCC of P has at most k productions. Clearly, if L is a k-sequential 
CFL, then L is generated by a CFG having k-SCC components. 
Let m _> 2 and E = {a l , . . . ,  am, c}, where al, . . . ,  am, and c are pairwise distinct 
symbols. Let u R denote a~,,a~,~_~ . . .a  h if u = a h .. .a~,_~ai .... 1 _~ i1, . . .  , in ~_ m. 
Let L0 = {ucu R l u • (E - {c})+}. Recall that Suf~(L)  = {u ~ A I vu • n}.  We 
now show: 
Proposition A. For each word v over E and each CFL L generated by a CFG 
having (m-1) -SCC components (or which is (m-1)-sequential) ,  Sufv (L )  ~ Lo. 
Consequently, L0 cannot be generated by a CFG which either has (m - 1)-SCC 
components or is (m - 1)-sequential (by letting v = A). 
PROOF. Assume to the contrary that there exist a word v over E and a CFL L 
generated by a CFG G = (V, E, P, Pl) having (m - 1)-SCC components such that 
Suf , (L )  = Lo. Let V0 = {p E V I there is a leftmost derivation Pl ~*c vx such 
that p occurs in x}, and let P0 = {p --" u E P I P E Vo}. In other words, P0 consists 
of all productions of P that can be applied in a leftmost derivation after the prefix 
v is generated. Let so be the maximum of the body lengths of the productions in 
P. We shall establish a sequence of claims, the first being: 
(1) By transforming G if necessary, each production in P0 may be assumed to 
contain at most one variable, and only one occurrence of that, in its body. 
Since each variable that can generate xactly one terminal word may be replaced 
by the terminal word it generates, it suffices to show the following: If Pl ~ vx, 
then x contains at most one variable that can generate two or more terminal words. 
Indeed, assume the contrary, i.e., there exist w~, r " w~' in E* w 2, wl, and a derivation 
Pl ~a* vulp'u2p"u3 such that ~'~ ~ w~, w~ ~ ~ w~ ~, p' ~ wj' and p" ~c* wj" for 
j = 1, 2. By our assumption on grammars (see Section 2.3), there exist u~ in E* 
* ! ! ! t! ! such that ui ~ u i' for 1 < i < 3. Therefore, Pl ~G VUlWiU2Wj  U3 for 1 _< i, j _< 2. 
' ~ ~ " ~ (1 < i , j  < 2) are not palindromes, aBut some of the four words UlWiU2Wj  U 3 _ _ 
contradiction. 
The second claim is the following. 
(2) Let sl = (21vl + 1)lVIso. Then Ixl < sl for each leftmost derivation P l~G Wl 
~a " • • ~G wk, where wk is the first among wl . . . .  , wk to have v as a prefix 
and wk = vx. 
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We first show the following: If a loop in the leftmost derivation above contributes 
to x, then it must also contribute to v. More precisely, if 
Pl ~G vlpUl ~ VlV2PU2Ul ~G VlV2U3U2Ul 
is an initial segment of the above leftmost derivation, where VlV2 is over E with 
Iviv21 < Ivl, IVlV2U31 >_ Ivl, and u2 ~ A, then v2 ~ A. Indeed, suppose otherwise. 
~ for 1<i<3.  Thenp l  ~ ~ ~ There exist u i over E such that ui ~ u i vlu3(u2)~Ul 
for each positive integer j. But not all the words VlU~3(u'2)Yu~ have the form vwcw n. 
~ then some of these In fact, clearly, c must occur in u3u2u 1 .1  , ~ If c occurs in u3ul, 
words have more letters on one side of c than the other side. If c occurs in u~, then 
there is more than one c after v whenever j > 1. 
Returning to (2), note that each wi contains at most one variable p which con- 
tr ibutes to x in the derivation, i.e., p leads to the inclusion in x of at least one 
symbol in E U V. Since the grammar is A-free, all variables in the derivation must 
eventually (perhaps outside of the above derivation) lead to a word in E +. Since 
each loop which contributes to x must also contribute to v, the derivation can be 
divided into at most Iv[ loops which contribute to x and do not properly contain 
loops which contribute to x, plus up to [v[ + 1 segments not containing loops which 
contribute to x. Since each loop and segment generates at most IV[s0 symbols, (2) 
follows. 
Let P1 , - . - ,Pn  be the SCCs of P. Then [Pil -~ m-  1 for each i since G has 
(m - 1)-SCC components. By reordering if necessary, we may assume that if i < j ,  
ri E P~, and rj E Pj,  then the head of ri does not occur in the body of ry. Let 
s = ]V01s0 + sl. By diagonalization, we now construct a word vwcw R c L which 
the grammar G cannot generate. Intuitively, if there is a derivation for vwcw R, 
then no production in P~ can be used in generating the [3(i - 1)s + 1,3is] interval 
of w. Thus, only productions from Uj~=~+IPj can be used there. Consequently, the 
productions in Pi cannot be applied afterwards. Formally, for each i, 1 < i < n, 
let Pre f ix l (P i )  = {ay E E I P --* aju is in P~}. Since [Pi[ _ m - 1, it is clear 
that  {a l , . . . , a ,~} - Pre f ix l (P i )  ~ O. For each i (1 < i < m), let bi be a fixed 
element of {a l , . . . ,  am} - Pre f ix l (P i ) .  Let w be the word defined by w( j )  = 54 
for 1 < j  < 3(n+l )s ,  where i satisfies 3 ( i -1 )s+l  < j < 3is. (We usew( j )  to 
denote the j th  letter in w.) 
Assume there exists a leftmost derivation for vwew R. Consider the segment of 
this derivation starting from where v is first completely generated, i.e., 
(3) vxo~cvx l~G"  • • ~cvxt  = vwcw R. 
By (1), for each k (0 < k < t), Xk may be written as ykpBkzk where Yk and Zk 
are terminal words and PZk is a variable. Call a pair ( i , j )  a loop if ~i -- ~y and 
i < j. By removing each loop in the derivation where all the participating words 
have equal lengths if necessary, we may assume that Ixil < Ixjl whenever ( i , j )  is a 
loop. Clearly, the following condition must hold: 
(4) I f i0 < j0 and there is no loop ( i , j )  with i0 _< i < j < j0, then Ixjol < Ixiot+s. 
Let to -- max{j  I ( i , j )  is a loop in (3)}. Clearly, to exists. [Otherwise, Ix01 _< s 
by (2). Then Ixtl _< Ix01 + s < 2s < 6(n + 1)s + 1 = IwcwRI. This contradicts the 
fact that  xt -- wcwn.] Furthermore, to < t. We now establish the following claim: 
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(5) c does not occur in xt(,. 
By our assumption on grammars  (see Section 2.3), there exists wo E E + such 
that  pz,,, ~ Wo. By the definition of to, there exists an integer t l  such that  
(t l ,  to) is a loop. Since Ixtl I < Ixt,)I, there exists ulu2 E E + such that  Yt,,PZ,. zt. = 
yt~ulp~,.oU2Zt ~ and /3t,~ =/3t~. If c occurs in xt,,, then at most one of ytowozto and 
yt,,ttlwou2zto can be a pal indrome, a contradict ion. Thus, (5) is proven. 
Let io <_ il <_ . . .  <_ it(,-1 be integers such that  a product ion pz~ --~ ukp~k+lU~k 
from P~k is appl ied in obtaining ykpzkzk~c Yk+lP~k+~Zk+l. Then Yk+l = ykUk. 
Using induction, we now show that  
(6) lYkl ~ 3(ik - 1)s + 2s for 0 < k < to. 
For k = 0, [x0l _< s by (2), so lY0[ _< Ix0[ < s < 3(ik - 1)s + 2s. Suppose kl is 
an integer (0 _< kl < to) such that  (6) holds for k = kl .  Consider k = kl + 1. Two 
cases arise: 
(i) lYkll ~-- 3(ik, -- 1)s + s. Since lukll --< so <_ s and Yk = yklUk~, it follows that  
lykl _< lyk~l +s  _< 3(ikl - 1)s + 2s <_ 3(ik - 1)s + 2~. 
(ii) ]Ykl I > 3(ik~ -- 1)s + s. By induction, lYkl i -< 3(ikl - 1)s + 2s. Thus, 3(iki - 
1 )s+s  < lYk~[ -< 3( ik l -1 )s+2s .  Twosubcases  arise: (a) Uk, = A. Now, 
ikl _< ik. Hence, lYkl = lYkll --- 3(ikl -1 )s+2~ _< 3( ik -  1 )s+2s .  (b) uk~ ¢ A. 
Since w( j )  ¢ P re f ix1  (P i~)  for 3(ikl - 1)s + s < j < 3(ik~ - 1)s + 2s, we have 
ik > ik~. Thus, [Ykl <- [Ykll +s  < 3(ikl - 1)s+2s+s  = 3ik1 s < 3(ik - 1)s. In 
all cases, the induction is extended, and (6) is verified. 
Finally, ]Yt(,] <_ 3{it,, - 1)s + 2s by (6). There exists wt such that  xt = ytoWtZt,. 
By (5), c occurs in wt. By (4), ]wtl <_ s. Let w' and w" be words such that  
xt = w' cw' .  Then ]w'] ~ ]yto] + ]wt] <_ 3(it, -1 )s  + 2s + s < 3ns < 3(n+l )s  = ]w], 
contradict ing the assumption that  xt = wcw R. [] 
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